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Gather statistics job oracle 11g

  Oracle Database Tips by Donald Wormson 28, 2015 by Mladen Depleta Collection Statistics is a tough nut to crack, for all DBAs. The latest version of Oracle RDBMS comes with automated work, let's be honest, do a really poor job, if you remain on your own accord. This automated operation runs too often every week in version 10g or version 11g and does not collect
histograms. Histograms provide the distribution of thermal data and are critical to determining whether an optimizer will use indexes. In other words, histograms are essential for choosing an action plan that performs appropriately. The general advice of many Oracle professionals is to turn it off, write it yourself, and do a better job. Unfortunately, it will also DBMS_STATS rewrite all
the information built into the system. GATHER_DATABASE_STATS_JOB_PROC or abandonment. Collecting database statistics is DBMS_STATS documented procedural information in the GATHER_DATABASE_STATS_JOB_PROC the package. This procedure SET_PARAM all parameters set by the procedure, so you can get highly usable statistics without much effort. Many
authors do not collect statistics with the same option? For all indexed column sizes 251? But the statistics generated by DBMS_STATS using the ?indexed column? The option is well- suitable for most Oracle databases that have worked together over the past five years. This is a database of more than 100 from companies ranging from 50 employees to more than 3,000
employees. Recipe recipes are really simple. First, set the parameters for the collection routine: 1 starts DBMS_STATS 2. SET_PARAM ('Cascade', 'TRUE');   3 DBMS_STATS. SET_PARAM ('do', '4');   4 DBMS_STATS. SET_PARAM ('METHOD_OPT', 'all indexed column size 251');   5 DBMS_STATS. SET_PARAM ('ESTIMATE_PERCENT', '8');   6* End; The SQL&gt;/PL/SQL
procedure completed successfully.   SQL&gt; Then, we create a schedule and set up a task using the schedule: SQL&gt; Start 2 dbms_scheduler.create_schedule (3 schedule_name =&gt; 'STATS_COLLECTION', 4 repeat_interval=&gt;'freq=Monthly;bymonthday=1;byhur=22;byminute=30', 5 comments =&gt; 'Statistics Collection Schedule');   6 dbms_scheduler.set_contribute (7
names =&gt;'GATHER_STATS_JOB', 8 speed =&gt;'SCHEDULE_NAME', 9 values =&gt;'STATS_COLLECTION););  10 end;  The 11/ PL/SQL procedure completed successfully. GATHER_STATS_JOB open at 22:30 p.m. on the first day of every month. Sample 8% of all tables that collect statistics and generate a histogram with 251 endpoints in every indexed column. Therefore,
the statistics that are generated are actually very good statistics and provide enough information to the optimizer to accurately evaluate the optimal execution plan for the vast. Sql statement. The sample of 8% is somewhat larger, but the underlying database is very small. The larger the database, the smaller the sample. DBA_OPTSTAT_OPERATIONS can investigate the table to
monitor statistical activity. This table shows the actions, starts, and DBMS_STATS all operations at the database and schema levels. As usual with the evidence, Oracle Co. does not make our job easier by documenting things, but we can experiment. All we can do to experiment DBMS_STATS parameters using a different method. SET_PARAM that undocumented database
procedures for collecting statistics comply with this. The experiment itself is very simple, it deletes statistics in the EMP table, set parameters and then includes re-running statistics collection like this: SQL&gt; Analysis Table scott.emp Delete Statistics;   Table analysis.   SQL&gt; Start 2 dbms_stats.gather_database_stats_job_proc;   3 end;   4 / PL / SQL procedure completed
successfully.   Sql&gt; DBMS_STATS different arguments for different options for different options. SET_PARAM generates a different histogram. The first option can be set to 'METHOD_OPT table'. It does not produce any histograms: NUM COLUMN_NAME TYPE LEN PREC. Scale histogram bucket 1 EMPNO number 22 4 0 NONE n/a 2 ENAME VARCHAR2 10 n/a n/a NONE
n/a NONE n/a 3 JOB VARCHAR2 9 n/a n/a NO n/a 4 MGR number 22 4 0 NONE n/a 5 HIREDATE DATE 7 n/a/a NONE n/a 6 SAL number 22 7 2 NONE n/a 7 COMM number 22 7 2 NONE n/a 8 DEPTNO number 22 2 0 NONE n/a Next step, column DEPTNO and JOB indexed. In addition to the existing primary key. The METHOD_OPT is now set to 'All indexed column sizes 4'.
Histograms produced by histograms include: NUM COL_NAME Type LEN PRECISION Scale Histogram Bucket 1 EMPNO NUMBER 22 4 0 HEIGHT Balanced 5 2 ENAME VARCHAR2 10 n/a n/a NONE n/a 3 JOB VARCHAR2 9 n/a HEIGHT BALANCED 4 4 MGR NUMBER 2 2 4 0 NONE n/a 5 HIREDATE DATE 7 n/a NONE n/a 6 SAL number 22 7 2 NONE n/a 7 COMM number
22 7 2 NONE n/a 8 DEPTNO number 22 2 0 FREQUENCY 3 Finally, when setting the option to 'All Index Column Size 251', We can see this: NUM COLUMN_NAME Type LEN PRECISION Scale Histogram Bucket 1 EMPNO Number 22 4 0 HEIGHT Balance 14 2 ENAME VARCHAR2 10 n/a None/a 3 JOB VARCHAR2 9 n/a n/a/a FREQUENCY 5 4 MGR number 22 4 0 NONE
n/a 5 HIREDATE DATE 7 n/a n/a NONE n/ a 6 SAL number 22 7 NONE n/a 7 COMM number 22 7 2 NONE n/a 8 DEPTNO number 22 2 0 frequency 3 It is almost expected. Thermal JOB and DEPTNO have a frequency histogram with a much smaller number of different values and the requested histogram size. The histogram is meaningless for the primary key column because
the EMPNO column is the primary key column and the distribution of values in the main key column is always the same.  The queries used to create these HTML table shapes And DBA_HISTOGRAMS. It is as follows: select rownum num, column_name, type, len, precision, scale, histogram, bucket, nullok in (select c.column_name, type c.data_type, c.data_length c.data_length,
c.data_precision c.data_scale, c.histogram, h.buckets, c.nullok dba_tab_columns c as nullok as nullok, nullok with precision (select owner, table_name,column_name,count (*) owner with dba_histograms dba_histograms bucket =&amp;OWN and table_name =&amp;&amp;&amp; TAB Group BY Owner,table_name,column_name) h is c.Owner =&amp;OWN and c.table_name
=&amp;amp; TAB and c.table_name = h.table_name (+) and c.column_name =h.column_name (+) and c.owner =h.owner =h.owner (+) c.column_id 10. However, Oracle11g is a slightly different animal. The first, named task ? GATHER_STATS_JOB? It doesn't exist on Oracle11g. The following actions are available as Oracle11g instances: Owner JOB_NAME JOB_ACTION SYS
BSLN_MAINTAIN_STATS_JOB n/a SYS DRA_REEVALUATE_OPEN_FAILURES dbms_ir.Revaluation Failed SYS FGR$AUTOPURGE_JOB sys.dbms_file_group.verge_file_group (NULL); SYS HM_CREATE_OFFLINE_DICTIONARY dbms_hm.create_offline_dictionary ORACLE_OCM MGMT_CONFIG_JOB ORACLE_OCM. MGMT_CONFIG.collect_config ORACLE_OCM
MGMT_STATS_CONFIG_JOB ORACLE_OCM. MGMT_CONFIG.collect_stats SYS ORA$AUTOTASK_CLEAN n/a SYS PURGE_LOG n/a EXFSYS RLM$EVTCLEANUP Start dbms_rlmgr_dr.Cleanup_Event; End; EXFSYS RLM$SCHDNEGACTION dbms_rlmgr_dr ('RLM$SCHDNEGACTION'); End; Judging XMLDB_NFS_CLEANUP_JOB
dbms_xdbutil_int.cleanup_expired_nfsclient name, there are two GATHER_STATS_JOB that could be candidates to replace the SYS system: 1. ORACLE_OCM. MGMT_STATS_CONFIG_JOB 2.     Sys. BSLN_MAINTAIN_STATS_JOB ORACLE_OCM are part of Oracle Configuration Manager, an Oracle version of a similar Microsoft utility. Same as Microsoft, people are
reluctant to use OCM because ?big brother is watching you? Feel. Currently (March 2015), it is fair to assume that most Oracle11 databases are installed for testing purposes without OCM.  Nevertheless, we make it. How can I see what's without a source? You can check for dependent objects and track procedure execution with 10046 traces. After all this, the bottom line is that
neither of these two tasks GATHER_STATS_JOB plug-in replacement for the plug-in. One task requires a diagnostic package license, and the other is part of the Configuration Manager. Version 11 GATHER_STATS_JOB available! What can you do now to get back intelligent statistics collection? We can make our beloved GATHER_STATS_JOB: connect /sysdba can create
dbms_scheduler.create_schedule (schedule_name=&gt; 'STATS_COLLECTION', repeat_interval =&gt;'freq=monthly;byhour=1;byhour=22;byminute=30', comment =&gt; 'schedule to collect statistics'. DBMS_SCHEDULER. CREATE_JOB (job_name =&gt; 'GATHER_STATS_JOB', job_type =&gt; 'STORED_PROCEDURE', job_action =&gt; 'DBMS_STATS.]
GATHER_DATABASE_STATS_JOB_PROC', schedule_name =&gt; 'STATS_COLLECTION', activation =&gt; TRUE); End; / We still have to do that with SYS, but we have our intelligent statistics collection back. Of course, once the job is created, you can modify its behavior by setting parameters, just as you would in Oracle10g. Therefore, we closed the entire circle from
disabling the job in the early stages of oracle10g implementation to creating the job in version 11g.  This is a relational database version of the Lion King. Of course, 'What if there's a special treat? If required for a particular table, you can create a custom procedure CURRENT_USER user system and AUTHORD system, and then call it through an operation initiated by SYS.  It's a
rather general consensus that it's ok to create privileged tasks that run with user SYS in conversations with colleagues, but it's not ok to create other objects, such as procedures. So what's called 'special treats'? You can set statistics for indexes to make them more attractive, and you can collect histograms for non-indexed columns that can make a difference between hashes and
merge combinations or other surgical interventions that must be performed after all collection of database statistics. There are many methods and philosophies around collecting conclusion database statistics. Both of these philosophies recommend different frequencies and options of statistical collection. Some people are still reusing older scripts in version 8. Table &lt;TAB&gt;
Analyzing Estimated Statistics? Commands, some using DBMS_STATS, some have written new scripts and some have even written their own, visionary and complex packages.  You don't have to do that without objects that require really special processing. There are also several ways to easily modify the behavior of your work.  Documentation can use some improvements, but
it can be a bit of a simple experiment &lt;/TAB&gt;Better understand and manage the collection of statistics from your database. The behavior of the built-in tools is easy enough to modify to support our specific needs and philosophy. dbms_stats_job notes on using the system: dbms_stats_job:
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